MAP Program Learning Outcomes Report Summary 2020
The following table summarizes the assessment of PLOs for the MAP program for assessment
cycle (2019-20). This process is conducted regularly as part of the annual learning results
assessments, which measure two or three PLOs for each program each year. This summary
report is to be submitted to the EEC upon its completion.
Program

Master of Applied Psychology

Assessment Period

Summer 2019 through Spring 2020

Program Learning
Outcomes (PLOs)

PLO 3: Evaluate key personal and professional ethics affecting psychology
professionals
PLO 4: Evaluate statistical and data analysis

Standards of
Success

N/A. See “Evidence” category

Evidence

PLO 3: Evaluate key personal and professional ethics affecting psychology
professionals
There is currently no large sample size for APSY 550. It is a new course that
has been developed and just launched in Fall 2 2019.
There is currently no sample size for APSY 550. It was revamped and
relaunched for Fall 2 2019. The PLO artifact is staying in APSY 550, but the
assignment and course itself was determined to be inadequate as a means
to assess the PLO, thus the course revision.
PLO 4: Evaluate statistical and data analysis
There is currently no sample size for APSY 680. It was revamped and
relaunched for Fall 2 2019. The PLO artifact is staying in APSY 680, but the
assignment and course itself was determined to be inadequate as a means
to assess the PLO, thus the course revision.
A review of the courses by Dr. Oh and Dr. Kao determined that course revisions
were required, and they began course revision without waiting for a formal PLO
assessment to show inadequacies in measuring for the PLO.
Dr. Christine Oh, Assistant Dean determined, because there is no sample size for
both PLOs, they need to be assessed in the future once the courses have run a
cycle of a full year.
She is recommending a revision of when the PLOs can be assessed since all
mastery level courses connected to PLOs have been revised in the past year. In
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2021, a comprehensive program review will be scheduled. And so, it is her
recommendation to push back the PLO assessment another year to assess PLOs 3
and 4 in 2022, PLOs 5 and 6 for 2023 and PLOs 1 and 2 in 2024.
It is her recommendation to assess in the time frame it is proposed so that there is
time to establish sample sizes in the courses.

Assessment Tool

N/A

Assessors

N/A

Results

N/A

Discussion of
Results

N/A

Proposed Changes

N/A

Rationale for
Proposed Changes

N/A

Financial Resources
$0
Required
Annual Learning
Report for MAP
Approved

Approved by the Educational Effectiveness Committee on September 9, 2020.

Follow Up (Closing
the Loop for PLOs
assessed in 2019)

There is no closing of the loop since mastery level courses have been in the process
of being revised/were revised in the past year.
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